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Mayo Clinic’s 
Key COVID-19
Communications
Challenges

• Keeping staff informed in a rapidly changing 
environment, without regular intranet access

• Listening to staff, helping them support each other, 
and responding to questions and concerns

• Getting news updates to patients and community 
members nationally, regionally and locally
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Keeping Staff Informed1
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The Scope of the Challenge - Even Before COVID-19
Reaching a diverse and dispersed audience

• More than 66,000 employees and students
• Group practices and AMCs in Minnesota, Arizona, Florida
• Mayo Clinic Health System community hospitals, clinics in four 
regions

• Employee News Center on intranet is main communication vehicle
• Outstanding content with high engagement
• Employee commenting on news articles
• Only available behind firewall
• Many staff lack workstation access during workday
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What You (or Our Employees) See Outside the Firewall
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Taking Inventory of Resources, Options
Vendor Solution or Custom Internal Development

• Various Vendors - Among many options are
• Dynamic Signal
• Poppulo 
• Social Chorus
• theEmployee® app
• Pros: Deployment speed for ready-built app
• Cons: Incremental cost, ongoing licenses, less customization and 
integration

• Award-winning development team for Mayo Clinic Patient app gave us 
strong option for end product, but a slower implementation

• In-house option selected, started development in July
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Development Considerations

• Android and iOS
• Ideally not requiring mobile device management (a.k.a. Airwatch)
• Single Sign On with LAN ID, Face/Fingerprint ID
• Opportunity to include staff directory for increased attractiveness
• Enabling News Center commenting and syncing with intranet
• Made steady progress as internal team could prioritize, until…
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A Rapidly Evolving Environment

• My last day in office: March 18*
• Elective procedures deferred starting March 23

• Most non-clinical staff teleworking 
• Many clinical staff “deployed to home”

• Number of teleworkers jumped from 5K to >20K in a few days, many 
without VPN access

• Huge need to get updated information to all staff, especially those 
reporting to work on campus

• Temperature check requirements
• PPE/Masks 
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Expediting App Completion

• Positive pressure to resolve remaining 
issues

• Majority of staff facing lack of regular 
access to employee news, which was 
our original use case for a minority

• “If not now, when?”
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March 24 Launch

Intranet News Center and Mayo Clinic 
Social Media Network Posts

• Those on campus (with Airwatch) could 
install directly from internal app catalog

• Special individual code required to redeem 
from the public app stores, which also 
required Microsoft Authenticator 

• Public blog post and page on Mayo Clinic 
Social Media Network facilitated installation 
for those already deployed to home

https://socialmedia.mayoclinic.org/2020/03/25/new-employee-app-keeps-mayo-clinic-staff-up-to-date/
https://socialmedia.mayoclinic.org/installing-the-mayo-clinic-employee-app/
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News Center Mirrored in App
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Comments Synchronized
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Bonus:
Staff Directory
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Installations in First 20 Days
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April 28: My one day in the office
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Listening and Supporting2
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The Priority of Social Listening
Going beyond the All-Staff Survey

• History of Biannual All-Staff Surveys
• Supplemented recently with annual “pulse” surveys
• Leadership initiative to gather continuous feedback
• Task forces actively exploring options

• Slid.do - crowdsourced questions for group meetings
• AI-supported listening, gathering input from various sources

• Rapid environmental changes spurred urgent interim application of a 
new strategy
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Private Staff Facebook Groups

• Seven Geographical Groups
• Rochester MN, Arizona, Florida
• Mayo Clinic Health System (NW WI, SW WI, SE MN, SW MN)

• Purposes:
• Help staff stay connected
• Help staff support each other
• Help leaders understand staff needs, questions
• Occasional Admin announcements to get important info to staff
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How We Did It
And what we would do differently

• Groups were Private but Visible
• New members approved by an administrator or moderator (from 
social media team or from Human Resources)

• Those asking to join had to accept rules and provide email address. 
Later changed to providing employee ID# from back of badge

• Initial rules related to HIPAA and Business Confidentiality. Later 
modified description to deal with selling, sharing non-credible info

• After rapid ramp-up supported by social media team, ongoing 
listening became an HR function, with daily listening reports to alert 
us to issues and to inform content development
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Judicious Use of Admin Announcements
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Judicious Use of Admin Announcements
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Results and Lessons Learned

• Rapid Growth/Adoption: > 17K total members of the seven groups 
(10K in first few days). Facebook is familiar and accessible.

• Opportunity to hear and counter rumors
• Overwhelmingly positive and supportive: Financial stabilization 
response

• One more way to reach diverse employee base and overcome 
disrupted routines and communication channels

• Think through rules (e.g. No Selling) to avoid having to add later
• Deny those who haven’t answered membership questions: they’ve 
been invited by a member and may not intend to join
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Updating Patients and 
Community Members3
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Mayo Clinic News Network/MayoClinic.org Synergy

• News Network is a subdomain, at newsnetwork.mayoclinic.org, and is 
Mayo Clinic’s externally facing online newsroom

• In early stages, Mayo Clinic News Network agility enabled frequent 
updates. MayoClinic.org directed traffic there 

• News Network COVID-19 category page redesign enabled featuring of 
top story on what patients and visitors need to know

• Over time, rich COVID-19 content was developed on Mayo Clinic’s 
main site, MayoClinic.org

• Having a blog-based site like Mayo Clinic News Network met the short-
term need while major new sections of MayoClinic.org were created
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Overall Observations and 
Lessons4
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Long-Term Commitment Provides Essential Capacity

• Employee News Center, Mayo Clinic News Network, Mayo Clinic Social 
Media Network, Mayo Clinic Connect and #WeAreMayoClinic are built on 
the same Wordpress-based community platform

• Each of these sites provided vehicles for us to reach and engage with 
important audiences

• Crises create enough of a nudge to overcome perfectionist inertia
• Having a fundamental stance of embracing social media and training, 
equipping and empowering staff positioned Mayo Clinic for success in  
this challenging environment

• Through Mayo Clinic Social Media Network we offer this same capacity to 
colleagues everywhere
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QUESTIONS 
& ANSWERS
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